
PROJECT
ON-TREND WOOD FLOORS

ON-TREND These on-trend wood floors 
capture (or even define) the spirit of today’s 
most stylish natural flooring.

WIDE-PLANK Extra-wide 190mm planks 
from the manufacturer who pioneered wide-
plank hardwood flooring in 1997.

DURABLE Our Hardened Oil finish is 
durable, natural and does not need a finish 
coat after installation. 

GENTLE Subtle copper brushing coaxes 
maximum possible character out of your 
floorboards by highlighting the lovely open 
grain patterns. 

TED TODD EUROPEAN OAK Because 
we know our oaks, we are exceptionally 
particular about the woods we select.  
You enjoy a stunning floor because we  
only source slow-grown oak that’s  
renowned for its clear grain patterns and 
lovely mellow tones.

NATURE-SELECTED The nature grade 
woods we use for this collection are 
meticulously chosen for their natural 
appearance. Why do they look so good? 
We put it down to having a more rigorous 
selection process than anyone else.

ESSENTIAL Our thermo-treated and fumed 
floors are properly treated to the heart of 
the wood, so you won’t be able to wear 
through the treatment.

STABILITY For long life and continued 
performance into the future, these 15mm-
thick planks are crafted with a stable triple-
layer construction.

THICK HARDWOOD The 4mm hardwood 
wear layer means you can re-sand these 
floorboards many times. Contrast this with 
the thin 2mm hardwood layers on most 
15mm engineered wood floors.

HEALTHY Your 100% natural floor won’t 
give off unpleasant toxic vapours the way 
plastic-based laminates and vinyls do.

WARM Your beautiful Project flooring is 
suitable for installation over underfloor 
heating (please see guidelines).

EASY INSTALLATION You can float, nail or 
fully bond this engineered wood floor.

DESIGNED TO APPEAL TO PEOPLE  
LIKE YOU As well as looking great in a wide 
range of properties, this collection looks 
great as well as being accessible  
and affordable.



PROJECT
ON-TREND WOOD FLOORS

EASY CARE 

We have designed two simple systems to care for your floor. The 
following floors have hardened coatings, please use Care System 1.

Calico Creech Alabaster 

Grizedale  Almond Keldy 

Kinsley Brighstone Pebble 

Caramel Burnt Umber Staverton 

Postlebury Wentwood Glenmore  

The following floor has an oil-based finish. To clean and nourish 
please use Care System 2.

Clowes


